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•i

• TRIUMF la a 500 MeV cyclotron where, In addition to the 140 uA beam used for

1: meson production, one can also produce polarised proton beans in the energy range

1' 180 to 500 MeV with 75-802 polarisation at an average current of 600 nA. By

' rotating the plane of polarisation into the horizontal plane before passing the

;: beam through a 20 en long liquid deuteriun target one can produce about

' 106 neutrons/s with polarisation of 4O-7OZ. Table 1 shows a list of recent

' experiments which I will discuss in this talk. Because of lack of time I must

\ leave out the extensive TRIUMF program in nuclear physics and restrict myself to

experiments with hydrogen or deuterium targets.

Firstly, the preliminary results from the measurement of charge symmetry

breaking In the n-p system were given at Marseilles. Let me remind you that the

experiment measured the difference in the angle at which the analysing powers for

ijsj polarised neutrons on unpolarised protons and unpolarised neutrons on polarised

fit protons go through zero. This difference In angle, &A, would be zero if charge

«_ symmetry were not broken. The experiment Is sensitive to Isospin-mixing charge

•i% symmetry breaking components of the n-p interaction.



Table 1

1. SYMMETRY TESTS

a) Measurenent of Charge Symmetry Breaking in n-p system

b) Test of Time Reversal Invariance in p-p system

2. NUCLBON-NUCLEOH INTERACTION

a) Measurement of Rt/»t in n-p scattering

b) Measurement of a and Ay for pp + ppn°

c) Measurement of a and Ay for np * dy

d) Measurement of a and Ay for pp * ppy

3. PION DEUTERON ELASTIC SCATTERING

a) Measurement of T 2 0 in »
+d + it+cl

b) Measurement of T 2 0, T21 in ir+3 + ir+d

c) Measurement of Polarisation transfer in pp * n*& measured

in MRS (Medium Resolution Spectrometer)

4. FUTURE

a) Optically pumped ion source {> 5uA)

b) Mesurenent of CSB at 350 MeV

c) Measurement of A y y In n-p scattering i'v

d) Measurement of o and Ay in np • PP*~ -:

e) (Measurenent of Parity Non-Conservation in p+-p at 230 MeV) .;

A polarised neutron beam impinges on a frozen spin polarised hydrogen target ;

as shown In Fig. 1. The scattered neutron and its associated recoil proton are •

detected on either side of the beam. The frozen spin target had a polarisation ;':':

of about 80X and a relaxation time of about 1 week. The final result of the !

1
experiment, which is now published'*' is: •)

AA - An - Ap - -K).OO36±O.OO16 jf

and is compared with the calculations of Miller, Thomas and Williams,/2/ and also Jj

Ge and Svenne/3/ (Fig. 2). I

Another recent symmetry test completed at TRIUMF was a test of time reversal

violation (TRV) in p-p scattering.'*' By comparing P and A at 198.5 MeV, the -I
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sensitivity to TRV is nearly optimal for the p-p system. Simultaneous measurement

of A for p-p and p~12C gave Ap/Ac independent of the absolute value of the beam

polarisation. Double scattering measurements give Pp/Pc independent of the

absolute value of the analysing power. Then pp"*p is determined from Pp/Pc and

Ap/Ac since Pp"Ac to 10"
6 from parity conservation. Figure 3 shows the apparatus.

The result !•: P - A • 0.0047 ± 0.0025 (statistical) ± 0.0015 (systematic) or
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|P-A| < 0.0084 with 90* confidence. Since |P-A|MX - 2S - 0.8, then TRV aiipli-

cude is <1.1Z of maximum permitted by symmetry or <0.26Z of TRI amplitude.

Turning to the problem of nucleon-nucleon phase ahifts, a recent aeasureoent

waa aade at TRIUHF of the ratio of the n-p apln transfer coefficients Dt

(normal to normal spin transfer) and Rt (sideways to sideways spin transfer)

to a precision of ±0.01 at 162* en and energies of 220, 325, 425 and 495 HeV. By

measuring the ratio Dt/Rt one is much leas sensitive to systematic errors and

is independent of calibrations of the beam polarisation. This ratio Dt/Rt

provides a powerful constraint on the mixing parameters Ej and e3. Preliminary

results at the highest energy are shown in Fig. 4.

The apparatus used to measure cross section and analysing power for the radia-

tive capture of polarised neutrons is shown in Fig. 5. Measurements were made at

180, 270, 370 and 478 MeV./5/ Figure 6 shows the Ay results at the two higher

energies compared with the N-A coupled channels calculation of the Mainz group.

The unexpected result is that the calculations with no isobar current are in

closer agreement with the data than those In which it Is Included. The reason

for this Is not understood.

Let me also mention that measurements of proton-proton bremsstrahlung carried

out with polarised protons at 280 HeV were discussed in a contribution on

3
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Tuesday. The results are in good agreement with the off-shell behaviour

predicted by Modern potentials (Bonn and Paris), which are very similar and

disagree with the predictions of the Soft Photon Approximation (SPA). Typical

results for the analyzing power are shown in Fig. 7 as a function of outgoing

photon angle in the laboratory. Before turning to plon physics, let ae mention

that croas sections and analysing povers are being aeasured in the reaction:

p + p • p + p + u0

between 350 and 500 NeV at this moment. The results should be available soon.

Turning to plon physics, then, we have Invested major effort at TRIUMF over

the last two years in measuring spin observables in plon-deuteron elastic scat-

tering. Much of the motivation for this arose from apparent observation'6' at

SIN of evidence for a narrow (10-20 MeV) dlbaryon resonance in measurements of

tjg in plon deuteron elastic scattering. The evidence consisted of violent



positive angular distributions at a plon energy 134 HeV which flattened out at

energies as dose as 15-20 MeV. Theoretical predictions without dibaryon

resonances were Mostly negative and smoothly varying. From the beginning these

results were very controversial, not only because of the exciting physics they

implied but because they were in complete disagreement with t20 measurements made

with a similar apparatus by Holt's group/7/ at LAMPF. To resolve the controversy

two experiments were undertaken at TRIUMF, the first with a deuteron polarimeter

and basically similar in concept to the earlier measurements, and the second by a

completely different technique utilising a tensor polarised deuteron target.

In the first'8/ the recoil deuterons are analysed in a second scattering with a

3He cell via the 3He (d,p)'*He reaction (Fig. 8). In the second experiment,/9/

(Fig. 9) the target had a tensor polarisation of 9.SZ. The measurement of these

experiments, shown in Fig. 10, are in complete agreement with the LAMPF results.

As a result of all this I believe everyone now agrees that there is no evidence

for dibaryons in pion deuteron tensor polarisation. Figure 11 shows tensor

Figure 8
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obcervable* compared with aoae theoretical predictions of Blanklelder and

Afnan,/10/ and Garciliazo./U/ We should complete aeasureaents of T2 i and T22

before the end of 1986. Later we will Mature spin observables In the absorption

and breakup channels.

An Interesting experiment which has already begun Is to measure polarisation

transfer In the Inverse reaction pp • td. This was done with the MRS spectrom-

eter shown In Fig. 12. Thla spectrometer, normally used for proton-nucleus
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scattering experiments has a polarlaeter located Just after the focal plane.

Drift chambers give the energy of scattered protons to about 100 keV. The

polarlaeter uses a carbon scatterer and has an efficiency of 4-52. in order to

use it for studying polarisation transfer in pp + *d it aust be calibrated for

deuterons of the appropriate energy. This will be done at Saturne II.

The spectroaeter has proved to be a versatile and powerful instrument for

studying proton-nucleus interactions. The use of a fast wire chamber at the front

end enables most background to be eliminated. A great deal of nuclear physics is

now being done with this instrument, which I have no time to describe to you but

I cannot resist showing (Fig. 13) some recent aeasureaents of spin paraaeters in

elastic scattering from lead,/12/ as an example of the beautiful data we obtain

with this spectrometer.



Let ae finish by saying a few words about the future. In the next few nonths

we will sake Measurements of Ayy in n-p scattering. This variable appears to be

particularly sensitive to phase shift analyses and nucleon-nucleon potentials, as

can be seen In Fig. 14. Next year we Intend to Install the optically pimped

polarised source described by Paul Schaor on Monday, which will raise the

polarised current to >5 vA.

Experlaents already approved to use this source are:

1. another measurement of charge symaetry breaking in the n-p systea this time

at 325 McV,

2. measurements of np • ppw~,

A aeasureaent of charge eyaaetry breaking in np + d*° will start setting up

early next year, using unpolarlscd beaa. We are also atudylng the possibility of

a aeasureaent of parity violation in ptp at 230 HeV. At the aaae tlae we expect

the nuclear physics prograa based on the MRS to continue for aany years.
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